INTRODUCTION
============

The construction of multiple sequence alignments is among the most important techniques to perform biological sequence analysis, with important applications to many areas of computational biology. The most popular strategy to construct multiple sequence alignments is by employing a progressive alignment algorithm, in which each sequence is treated initially as an alignment and the next two most similar alignments are repeatedly combined until a single multiple alignment is obtained (1--7). This is often followed by iterative refinements that improve the accuracy of the final alignment (3,4,6--8).

There are many recent efforts that lead to significant improvement of alignment accuracy, including the incorporation of consistency-based pairwise alignments that improve the quality of the initial pairwise alignments by aligning through other sequences to increase their agreement with the final multiple alignment (2,4--7), the use of maximal expected accuracy alignment (4--6), the incorporation of secondary structure predictions (7,9--11), the use of local structural information (12--14), and the incorporation of additional sequences from database search (9,10,15,16).

While most of these algorithms are able to significantly improve alignment accuracy by making better use of vertical information, either by incorporating consistency-based pairwise alignments or by using profiles in which each column of an alignment is modeled independently, we observe that most of these algorithms do not make use of horizontal information when constructing alignments, and it may be useful to take into account alignment of neighboring residues when aligning two residues.

There are a few previous approaches that use neighboring information to obtain significant performance improvements in other applications. Spang *et al.* ([@B17]) obtained a jumping alignment that is suitable for remote homology detection between a given sequence and a multiple alignment by aligning each position in the given sequence to one of the sequences in the multiple alignment while penalizing each vertical jump between horizontal moves. Panchenko *et al.* ([@B18]) used average conservation scores across spatial neighboring sites in the local structural environment to improve functional site prediction, while Capra and Singh ([@B19]) used conservation scores from neighboring residues to improve the prediction of functionally important residues in aligned sequences.

To incorporate horizontal information in alignments, we develop a window-based method that adjusts the pairwise score of a residue pair between two sequences (or a column pair between two sub-alignments) by incorporating the scores of neighboring residue pairs (or column pairs). This method can be applied to any multiple alignment algorithm that uses pairwise scores during the construction of a multiple alignment.

Since conserved residues in core regions tend to be clustered together (19,20), this strategy reduces the differences among neighboring scores within these regions, and can potentially lead to better gap placements by encouraging higher concentrations of consecutively aligned residues and more extensive grouping of consecutive indels, which is especially helpful when the similarity within a core region has large fluctuations. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates an example in which the strategy removes one incorrect long gap within an alignment that arises from a short fragment of sequence similarities which do not agree in secondary structure. Figure 1.Illustration of the beginning portion of the alignment of sequences 1smvA and 4sbvC from PREFAB ([@B3]) by different algorithms. (**a**) Alignment by MUSCLE ([@B3]). (**b**) Alignment by our algorithm NRAlign that modifies MUSCLE, which agrees with the reference structural alignment in PREFAB, where SS is the secondary structure assignment from DSSP ([@B21]), with L denoting loop and E denoting extended strand.

We test the strategy by modifying existing multiple alignment algorithms to make use of horizontal information and show that consistent average improvements can be obtained for these algorithms on all sets of benchmark alignments that we have tested. By using a statistical test that pairs the alignments before and after algorithm modification, we show that highly statistically significant improvements are obtained not just in relative accuracy but also in paired accuracy. We also verify that better gap placements are achieved by comparing the distributions of gaps and the lengths of alignments before and after algorithm modification.

METHODS
=======

Incorporating horizontal information into pairwise scores
---------------------------------------------------------

Given a residue (or column) at position *x* in the first sequence (or sub-alignment) *s*=*s*~1~···*sm*, a residue (or column) at position *y* in the second sequence (or sub-alignment) *s*′ = *s*′~1~··· s′~*n*~}, and a parameter ω, define the window that includes at most ω positions to the left and to the right of (*x*, *y*) by the following set of valid offsets in the neighborhood of (*x*, *y*) ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}):  We use the following equation to incorporate the scores of the neighboring pairs at position (*x* + *i*,*y* + *i*) over all offsets *i* in *N*~ω~(*x*,*y*) into the score of the given pair (*x*, *y*): where *Sold* is the original score, *S*~*new*~ is the adjusted score, and β is a parameter that specifies the weight of the neighboring scores during the adjustment. For each alignment of two sequences (or two sub-alignments), this step takes *O*(ω*l*^2^) time, where *l* is the maximum sequence (or sub-alignment) length. Figure 2.Illustration of the window on two sequences *s* and *s*′ with ω = 2. (**a**) The offsets in *N*~ω~(x,y) = {−2,−1,1,2} are included. (**b**) Since y + 1 is the last position in *s*′, only one position is used to the right of (*x*,*y*) and the offsets in *N*~ω~(x,y) = {−2,−1,1} are included.

We apply this strategy to TCoffee 5.31 ([@B2]) without using structural information, which is among the first multiple alignment algorithms that utilize consistency-based pairwise alignments, to MUSCLE 3.6 ([@B3]), which is among the most efficient multiple alignment algorithms that also have high accuracy, to ProbCons 1.10 ([@B4]), which is among the first multiple alignment algorithms that utilize the maximal expected accuracy alignment based on a pair-HMM model, and to MUMMALS 1.01 ([@B5]), which uses secondary structure information during pair-HMM training to further improve alignment accuracy. Except for MUMMALS, we test both the protein and DNA/RNA versions of each algorithm. For ProbCons, the DNA/RNA version ProbConsRNA was obtained from parameter training on BRAliBase II ([@B22]).

In each case, we evaluate the accuracy of each of the modified algorithms (called NRAlign) against each of the original algorithms while using the same parameter setting across different benchmark alignments for each modified algorithm ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), with values of ω in the DNA/RNA version being three times as large as the protein version. Horizontal information is incorporated into each of the algorithms either during the computation of consistency-based pairwise alignments or during the progressive alignment step. Table 1.Parameter settings for the modified version of each algorithm that uses horizontal informationProteinDNA/RNATCoffeeMUSCLEProbConsMUMMALSTCoffeeMUSCLEProbConsRNAω32519615β0.71.01.00.80.71.01.0

Modification of TCoffee
-----------------------

The TCoffee algorithm consists of the following steps: construct a library of pairwise alignments from the input sequences by using global alignments from ClustalW ([@B1]) and local alignments from Lalign ([@B23]), assign a weight to each pair of aligned residues in the library according to sequence identity, apply library extension to all the weights in the library to obtain an extended library that utilizes consistency-based information by using a triplet approach, and perform progressive alignment according to a guide tree by aligning two groups of pre-aligned sequences using the average scores between column pairs in the extended library. In NRAlign, we apply Equation ([@B1]) to adjust the average extended library scores between column pairs before each progressive alignment step.

Modification of MUSCLE
----------------------

The MUSCLE algorithm consists of the following steps: compute the *k*-mer distance for each pair of input sequences to produce an initial tree and perform progressive alignment according to the tree by utilizing log-expectation scores between two aligned columns to obtain an initial multiple alignment, re-estimate the tree using Kimura distances ([@B24]) computed from the multiple alignment and perform progressive alignment according to the new tree, then perform iterative refinements to obtain the final alignment. In NRAlign, we apply Equation ([@B1]) to adjust the log-expectation scores before each progressive alignment step.

Modification of ProbCons
------------------------

The ProbCons algorithm consists of the following steps: compute the posterior probability matrix for each pair of input sequences according to the pair-HMM model, compute maximal expected accuracy alignment for each sequence pair by dynamic programming, re-estimate the match quality score matrix for each sequence pair by performing probabilistic consistency transformation, construct a guide tree according to the maximal expected accuracy alignments, perform progressive alignment according to the guide tree by using the transformed scores, and perform iterative refinements to obtain the final alignment. In NRAlign, we apply Equation ([@B1]) to adjust the match quality scores for each sequence pair before consistency transformation is performed.

Modification of MUMMALS
-----------------------

The MUMMALS algorithm consists of the following steps: compute the *k*-mer distance for each pair of input sequences to produce an initial tree and perform progressive alignment according to the tree to obtain an initial multiple alignment, re-estimate the tree using sequence identities computed from the multiple alignment, perform a two-stage progressive alignment in which highly similar sequences are first aligned by using weighted sum-of-pairs BLOSUM62 scores ([@B25]), and a representative is chosen from each pre-aligned group to perform progressive consistency-based multiple alignment based on transformed pairwise maximal expected accuracy alignments that are obtained from a pair-HMM model that also includes secondary structure states, then merge the pre-aligned groups according to the alignment of the representatives to obtain the final alignment. In NRAlign, we apply Equation ([@B1]) to adjust the scores between column pairs before each progressive alignment step.

Availability
------------

NRAlign is available for download at <http://faculty.cs.tamu.edu/shsze/nralign>.

RESULTS
=======

Benchmark alignments
--------------------

To evaluate the accuracy of NRAlign on multiple protein sequence alignment, we use benchmark multiple alignments from BAliBASE 3.0 ([@B26]), which contains manually refined structural alignments that are subdivided into five categories, from HOMSTRAD ([@B27]), which contains a collection of manually edited structure-based alignments, from PREFAB 4.0 ([@B3]), which contains structural alignments of two sequences and automatically generated alignments that are obtained from adding high scoring hits of the two sequences from database search, and from SABmark 1.65 ([@B13]), which contains alignments that are derived from the SCOP classification ([@B28]).

To evaluate the accuracy of NRAlign on multiple DNA/RNA sequence alignment, we use benchmark multiple alignments from BRAliBase II ([@B22]), which contains alignments of non-coding RNA sequences of Group II introns, 5S rRNA, SRP, tRNA and U5 splicesomal RNA from the Rfam database ([@B29]), and DNA PREFAB ([@B30]), which contains alignments of DNA sequences that are obtained from database search of protein sequences from PREFAB 4.0.

Two reference-dependent scores are used to evaluate the accuracy of each algorithm, including the sum-of-pairs score (SPS), which measures the percentage of residue pairs that are aligned correctly in the reference alignment, and the column score (CS), which measures the percentage of entire columns that are aligned correctly ([@B31]). For BAliBASE, PREFAB and DNA PREFAB, evaluations are made only on the core regions that are specified in the reference alignments. For PREFAB, SABmark and DNA PREFAB, the reference alignments are based on sequence pairs and the CS score is not used. For PREFAB and DNA PREFAB, the *Q* score ([@B3]) is computed on the original input sequence pair, which has the same meaning as the SPS score. For SABmark, reference alignments are specified for each sequence pair, and the *f*~*D*~ score, which is a sensitivity score that has the same meaning as the SPS score, and an additional *f*~*M*~ score, which is a specificity score that measures the percentage of residue pairs that are aligned correctly in the test alignment, are computed by averaging the scores over all sequence pairs for each multiple alignment ([@B13]).

In addition to reference-dependent scores, four reference-independent scores are used in the presence of known 3D structures to evaluate the structural agreement between aligned protein sequence pairs, including the Dali *Z*-score ([@B32]), which computes a structural similarity score as a weighted sum of similarities of intramolecular distances between residues in aligned columns normalized according to alignments of random structure pairs \[see Equations 2--4 in ([@B32])\], the GDT_TS score (33,34), which computes the average of the maximum number of aligned residue pairs that can be superimposed within four different distance thresholds of 1, 2, 4 and 8 Å \[see the Equation in ([@B34])\], and two LiveBench contact scores ContactA and ContactB (35,36), which compute an overlap score that is the lower of two contact scores, one for each structure, computed based on intramolecular distances between residues in aligned columns that are separated by at least five residues \[see Equation 2 in ([@B36])\], with ContactA normalized for each residue and ContactB normalized over the entire contact map.

To compute the GDT_TS score, multiple superpositions of aligned residue pairs are needed that optimize the individual score components, and the software from ([@B37]) is used with the set of aligned residue pairs as input while omitting the final normalization step. Following the procedure in ([@B5]), each score is further weighted and normalized against the reverse alignment that represents a random model. For SABmark, three-dimensional coordinates are extracted from the given PDB files ([@B38]), and the scores for each multiple alignment are computed by averaging the scores over all sequence pairs.

For RNA sequence alignment, the structure conservation index (SCI) in ([@B39]) is used, which is a reference-independent score that computes the ratio of the consensus RNA folding minimum free energy of an alignment to the average of the RNA folding minimum free energy of each individual sequence in the alignment \[see the Equation in ([@B39])\].

To evaluate whether the use of NRAlign leads to significant improvements, we use the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test ([@B40]) over subsets that are large enough with *P* = 0.05 as significance cutoff, in which the alignments before and after algorithm modification are paired to evaluate whether the improvements are consistent not just in relative accuracy but also in paired accuracy.

Accuracy of NRAlign on protein sequence alignment
-------------------------------------------------

[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows accuracy comparisons on full length protein sequences in BAliBASE 3.0. Among all the subsets that are large enough, NRAlign always performed at least as well as the original algorithm. Except for MUSCLE, the improvements of NRAlign were more statistically significant in the CS score when compared to the SPS score, and this is especially evident on TCoffee. The improvements in the CS score were \>2% in references 1V2, 2, 3 and 4 over MUSCLE and in reference 1V2 over MUMMALS, \>4% in reference 5 over MUMMALS, and \>1% in the entire set over MUSCLE and MUMMALS. Table 2.Average SPS and CS scores (in %) on full length protein sequences in BAliBASE 3.0TCoffeeMUSCLEProbConsMUMMALSSPS1V1 {38}53.81**54.21**56.21**56.98**64.46**64.4864.41**64.231V2 {44}91.55**91.98**90.62**91.50**93.50**93.65**93.53**94.00**1 (V1--V2) {82}74.06**74.48**0.0274.67**75.50**0.00380.05**80.13**--80.03**80.20**--2 {41}**89.04**88.8288.08**88.24**89.93**89.94**89.18**89.39**3 {30}71.09**71.19**75.01**76.2778.62**78.3080.76**80.79**4 {49}82.21**82.37**84.83**85.6487.43**87.2583.69**83.97**5 {16}**81.94**80.9882.69**82.83**87.69**87.87**86.33**87.40**All (1--5) {218}78.88**78.97**0.0480.11**80.82**0.006**83.93**83.89--83.14**83.39**--CS1V1 {38}31.34**32.2135.63**33.9540.45**41.0041.61**41.391V2 {44}81.64**82.68**80.75**82.93**85.52**85.77**83.98**86.41**1 (V1--V2) {82}58.33**59.29**1×10^−4^59.84**60.23**0.0164.63**65.02**0.0264.34**65.55**--2 {41}37.85**38.88**35.27**37.6140.63**40.4942.83**43.46**3 {30}36.00**36.83**40.57**42.73**54.37**54.80**49.40**49.57**4 {49}48.20**48.78**47.37**49.6753.67**53.1448.55**49.76**5 {16}**50.63**49.31**47.94**44.94**57.38**57.3152.88**57.00**All (1--5) {218}48.56**49.27**7×10^−9^48.89**50.07**0.00255.71**55.77**0.0453.85**55.02**0.001[^1]

[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows accuracy comparisons on HOMSTRAD. Except for 70--100% protein sequence identity where the improvements of NRAlign were statistically significant only over MUMMALS, all improvements at other identity levels were statistically significant (except for 0--20% over MUMMALS). The improvements were especially statistically significant when the identity is moderately low (20--40%), while the overall improvements were highly statistically significant over all algorithms. Table 3.Average SPS and CS scores (in %) on HOMSTRADTCoffeeMUSCLEProbConsMUMMALSSPS0--20% {156}46.68**47.21**0.00548.08**50.18**4 × 10^−4^49.67**50.67**6 × 10^−8^54.39**54.44**--20--40% {459}79.19**79.71**4 × 10^−13^78.86**80.11**1 × 10^−10^80.55**81.44**3 × 10^−22^82.67**82.71**4 × 10^−4^40--70% {348}94.48**94.80**2 × 10^−11^94.45**94.77**1 × 10^−4^94.75**95.19**7 × 10^−12^95.04**95.14**9 × 10^−4^70--100% {69}99.10**99.16**--99.02**99.07**--**99.10**99.08--98.94**99.14**0.005All {1032}80.76**81.19**2 × 10^−22^80.82**81.80**6 × 10^−16^81.91**82.60**6 × 10^−38^83.65**83.72**5 × 10^−8^CS0--20% {156}39.97**40.64**2 × 10^−4^41.77**43.70**0.00343.12**44.15**3 × 10^−7^47.94**48.00**--20--40% {459}72.97**73.76**9 × 10^−17^73.01**74.61**2 × 10^−11^74.67**75.80**5 × 10^−24^77.31**77.43**0.00140--70% {348}91.79**92.33**2 × 10^−13^91.90**92.28**8 × 10^−5^92.20**92.84**6 × 10^−13^92.61**92.77**3 × 10^−5^70--100% {69}99.03**99.10**--98.98**99.03**--**99.06**99.02--98.87**99.08**0.007All {1032}76.07**76.71**1 × 10^−30^76.39**77.53**8 × 10^−16^77.44**78.32**6 × 10^−40^79.47**79.60**4 × 10^−8^[^2]

[Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} shows accuracy comparisons on PREFAB 4.0. When only the original input protein sequence pair are aligned, the accuracy improvement characteristics of NRAlign were similar to those of HOMSTRAD, except that the improvements of NRAlign were statistically significant also for 70--100% identity over ProbCons. The improvements were more statistically significant in this case than in the case when the full set of at most 50 protein sequences are aligned, although using the full set of sequences gives better accuracy for each of the original and modified algorithms on divergent sequences (0--40% identity). Table 4.Average Q scores (in %) on PREFAB 4.0TCoffeeMUSCLEProbConsMUMMALS*Q*([@B2])0--20% {887}37.92**38.27**1 × 10^−5^38.22**39.69**8 × 10^−8^38.95**40.17**7 × 10^−31^43.59**43.62**0.00520--40% {588}82.60**82.92**4 × 10^−8^81.75**83.87**1 × 10^−29^82.84**84.30**4 × 10^−39^85.39**85.45**2 × 10^−4^40--70% {112}96.37**96.51**0.00596.24**96.58**0.0196.41**96.83**5 × 10^−6^96.59**96.75**5 × 10^−4^70--100% {95}97.94**98.04**--**97.97**97.91--97.76**98.05**3 × 10^−4^97.75**97.93**0.03All {1682}60.82**61.13**1 × 10^−12^60.68**62.21**7 × 10^−29^61.44**62.64**3 × 10^−71^64.79**64.85**5 × 10^−8^*Q*(50)0--20% {887}49.67**50.00**6 × 10^−6^50.71**50.95**--55.63**55.72**0.0257.68**57.91**0.0220--40% {588}83.94**84.20**8 × 10^−7^85.09**85.13**--87.24**87.38**3 × 10^−7^87.24**87.30**0.0240--70% {112}**95.99**95.550.02\*94.72**96.46**--95.39**95.48**0.00495.34**95.41**--70--100% {95}97.97**98.04**--97.50**97.69**--97.26**97.40**0.00196.68**97.04**0.005All {1682}67.46**67.70**2 × 10^−9^68.30**68.57**--71.68**71.79**1 × 10^−7^72.73**72.89**5 × 10^−4^[^3]

[Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} shows accuracy comparisons on the Twilight and Superfamily subsets of SABmark 1.65. Unlike previous algorithms that have improvements mostly on divergent protein sequences, the improvements of NRAlign were more statistically significant on the Superfamily subset than on the more divergent Twilight subset. Similar to the results in ([@B5]), there are strong correlations between the reference-dependent and reference-independent results, which indicate that the improvements are not only at the protein sequence level but also at the structural level. Table 5.Average *f*~*D*~ and *f*~*M*~ scores and average normalized Dali *Z*-score, GDT_TS score, and ContactA and ContactB scores (in %) on the Twilight and Superfamily subsets of SABmark 1.65TCoffeeMUSCLEProbConsMUMMALSTwilight {205}*f*~*D*~**24.07**23.99--24.07**25.29**0.00829.26**29.72**0.0131.57**31.63**0.04*f*~*M*~**18.0818.08**--16.47**16.84**--21.00**21.02**--22.87**22.97**0.009Dali *Z*-score11.10**11.19**0.0213.14**13.68**0.0213.88**14.32**3 × 10^−5^15.32**15.38**0.03GDT_TS10.67**10.78**0.00712.45**12.91**0.0313.38**13.68**5 × 10^−4^14.52**14.54**--ContactA6.72**6.76**--7.62**7.95**0.038.67**8.87**0.019.41**9.45**--ContactB8.98**9.03**--10.06**10.47**--12.10**12.37**0.0112.59**12.61**--Superfamily {422}*f*~*D*~52.91**53.30**2 × 10^−5^53.12**53.91**0.00857.06**57.30**8 × 10^−8^59.50**59.65**0.004*f*~*M*~41.30**41.52**5 × 10^−4^39.87**40.26**0.0443.57**43.61**0.0345.15**45.25**0.01Dali *Z*-score33.09**33.25**0.0435.34**35.85**0.00235.84**36.26**9 × 10^−21^37.79**37.87**0.001GDT_TS31.07**31.23**0.0132.98**33.47**5 × 10^−4^33.67**33.92**1 × 10^−17^35.05**35.11**0.01ContactA23.07**23.14**--24.23**24.54**0.00125.29**25.45**2 × 10^−9^26.41**26.45**--ContactB28.91**28.94**--30.30**30.59**0.00732.10**32.22**1 × 10^−4^33.11**33.17**0.04[^4]

When comparisons were made on the improvements among the different algorithms, we found that MUMMALS was the hardest to improve on HOMSTRAD and on PREFAB when using the original input protein sequence pair for moderate to low identity. ProbCons was the hardest to improve on BAliBASE, the easiest to improve on HOMSTRAD except for 70--100% identity and on PREFAB when using the original input protein sequence pair, while the improvements on TCoffee and MUSCLE varied across different benchmarks. This is in contrast with the better accuracy of ProbCons and MUMMALS over TCoffee and MUSCLE for moderate to low identity. The improvement characteristics were especially different on PREFAB depending on whether the original input protein sequence pair or the full set of protein sequences are aligned, when it was easier to improve on MUMMALS than on MUSCLE in the latter case.

Accuracy of NRAlign on DNA/RNA sequence alignment
-------------------------------------------------

[Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"} shows accuracy comparisons on Data-set 1 of BRAliBase II. The improvements of NRAlign were more statistically significant in the reference-independent SCI score when compared to the SPS and CS scores, where the improvements in the SCI score were \>3% for moderate to low RNA sequence identity (0--75%) and were statistically significant for high RNA sequence identity (75--100%) over all algorithms. This is especially evident on TCoffee, where the improvements in the SCI score were \>12% for moderate to low identity (0--75%) and \>9% in the entire set. In the SPS and CS scores, except for 75--100% identity where the improvements of NRAlign were statistically significant only over ProbConsRNA in the CS score, all improvements at other identity levels were statistically significant (except for 55--75% over MUSCLE in the SPS score), with improvements of \>3% over TCoffee. Table 6.Average SPS, CS and SCI scores (in %) on Data-set 1 of BRAliBase IITCoffeeMUSCLEProbConsRNASPS0--55% {96}57.87**63.01**2 × 10^−11^65.10**67.65**0.0173.20**74.86**1 × 10^−5^55--75% {218}80.07**83.41**5 × 10^−22^83.62**84.35**--86.08**87.06**4 × 10^−8^75--100% {167}95.01**95.23**--**95.2895.28**--96.05**96.19**--All {481}80.83**83.44**9 × 10^−32^83.97**84.81**0.00486.97**87.80**1 × 10^−12^CS0--55% {96}36.42**41.68**2 × 10^−7^45.83**48.73**0.0256.32**57.87**0.00555--75% {218}65.29**70.56**7 × 10^−23^71.03**72.30**0.0274.57**75.97**2 × 10^−6^75--100% {167}89.90**90.46**--90.73**90.76**--91.94**92.24**0.03All {481}68.07**71.70**5 × 10^−28^72.84**74.00**0.00276.96**78.01**2 × 10^−8^SCI0--55% {96}31.84**46.13**3 × 10^−14^50.80**55.22**2 × 10^−4^57.33**61.63**3 × 10^−5^55--75% {218}54.17**66.92**2 × 10^−27^66.26**69.88**3 × 10^−4^67.07**71.22**2 × 10^−17^75--100% {167}87.58**88.75**0.0389.30**89.99**0.0389.23**90.09**1 × 10^−4^All {481}61.31**70.35**2 × 10^−39^71.17**73.93**2 × 10^−7^72.82**75.85**8 × 10^−23^[^5]

[Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"} shows accuracy comparisons on the mdsa_all set of DNA PREFAB. Except for 70--100% DNA sequence identity over MUSCLE, all the improvements of NRAlign were statistically significant. The improvements were especially statistically significant for moderate to low identity (20--70%) and for the entire set, with improvements of \>7% over MUSCLE and \>4% for 40--70% identity over all algorithms. Table 7.Average *Q* scores (in %) on the mdsa_all set of DNA PREFAB*Q*TCoffeeMUSCLEProbConsRNA0--20% {123}2.75**3.14**0.0023.85**6.33**4 × 10^−4^2.90**3.49**4 × 10^−4^20--40% {1030}12.80**14.51**1 × 10^−77^15.93**23.09**3 × 10^−65^16.13**19.88**2 × 10^−94^40--70% {436}51.78**56.47**6 × 10^−69^60.17**73.19**1 × 10^−64^59.38**66.43**2 × 10^−69^70--100% {87}96.74**97.03**2 × 10^−5^**97.05**97.03--96.74**97.09**2 × 10^−6^All {1676}26.56**28.88**7 × 10^−153^30.76**38.73**1 × 10^−131^30.60**34.80**8 × 10^−171^[^6]

When comparisons were made on the improvements among the different algorithms, we found that MUSCLE was the hardest to improve on BRAliBase and the easiest to improve on accuracy in DNA PREFAB, while TCoffee was the easiest to improve on BRAliBase. This is in contrast with the better accuracy of MUSCLE and ProbConsRNA over TCoffee.

Overall accuracy of NRAlign
---------------------------

In all the subsets that we have assessed, NRAlign always performed at least as well as the original algorithm (except for one case). The overall improvements were highly statistically significant in most cases, even when the average improvements in accuracy can sometimes be small, and the improvements were much more evident on DNA/RNA sequence alignment than on protein sequence alignment. Unlike previous algorithms that have improvements mostly on divergent sequences, consistent average improvements can be obtained across all identity levels, and it is not always the case that the most improvements were obtained on highly divergent sequences.

[Supplementary Tables S1 to S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn945/DC1) show the percentage of cases in which each of the scores in [Tables 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}--[7](#T7){ref-type="table"} respectively becomes better and worse on each set of benchmark alignments when comparing the results of NRAlign to the original algorithm. The percentage of cases that become better was almost always larger than the percentage of cases that become worse even when the identity is very high, and the degree of relative improvement was reflected by the corresponding *P*-value in [Tables 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}--[7](#T7){ref-type="table"}, with less cases becoming better and less cases becoming worse simultaneously as identity increases in most situations.

DISCUSSION
==========

Characteristics of alignments
-----------------------------

[Supplementary Tables S7 to S12](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn945/DC1) show that the number of gaps in an alignment (a string of consecutive indels within a sequence is counted as one gap), the average length of gaps and the length of the alignment had the tendency to become smaller, larger and smaller respectively when comparing the results of NRAlign to the original algorithm, with generally decreasing tendencies as we move from one category to the next in the above order as demonstrated by the *P*-values. This confirms that better gap placements are achieved to a larger extent through reducing the number of gaps. While each tendency to become smaller, larger and smaller respectively was almost always larger than the opposite tendency to become larger, smaller and larger respectively, each tendency to become smaller, larger and smaller respectively also diminished simultaneously with the opposite tendency to become larger, smaller and larger respectively as identity increases in most situations.

Pairwise alignment versus multiple alignment
--------------------------------------------

The above results on PREFAB show that the improvements of NRAlign were more statistically significant on pairwise alignments. Since the reference alignments for SABmark are based on sequence pairs, we investigate this further by performing pairwise alignments over all protein sequence pairs instead of obtaining a single multiple alignment, and computing the scores for each multiple alignment by averaging the scores over all sequence pairs.

When compared to [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}, [Table 8](#T8){ref-type="table"} shows that the improvements in SABmark were more statistically significant when pairwise alignments are performed, and this is especially evident on the Superfamily subset, although obtaining a single multiple alignment gives better accuracy on both the Twilight and Superfamily subsets for each of the original and modified algorithms of ProbCons and MUMMALS, and on the Superfamily subset for each of the original and modified algorithms of MUSCLE. Table 8.Average *f*~*D*~ and *f*~*M*~ scores and average normalized Dali *Z*-score, GDT_TS score, and ContactA and ContactB scores (in %) on the Twilight and Superfamily subsets of SABmark 1.65 when pairwise alignments are performed over all protein sequence pairs instead of obtaining a single multiple alignmentTCoffeeMUSCLEProbConsMUMMALSTwilight {205}*f*~*D*~24.88**25.06**0.00525.30**26.50**4 × 10^−5^26.23**26.49**4 × 10^−4^29.13**29.17**0.02*f*~*M*~16.78**16.85**--17.05**17.68**3 × 10^−4^17.92**17.96**0.0419.64**19.65**--Dali *Z*-score13.41**13.60**1 × 10^−4^13.83**14.40**3 × 10^−5^13.46**13.74**4 × 10^−10^15.06**15.10**0.03GDT_TS12.74**12.89**7 × 10^−8^13.16**13.69**2 × 10^−7^12.88**13.10**5 × 10^−11^14.24**14.26**--ContactA7.70**7.79**0.0028.01**8.34**4 × 10^−4^8.09**8.15**5 × 10^−4^8.93**8.94**--ContactB10.17**10.29**0.0110.75**10.98**--**10.99**10.94--11.90**11.92**--Superfamily {422}*f*~*D*~50.73**51.01**1 × 10^−13^50.79**51.79**3 × 10^−16^51.60**52.27**1 × 10^−28^54.79**54.83**3 × 10^−6^*f*~*M*~38.09**38.24**5 × 10^−9^38.16**38.85**3 × 10^−11^39.10**39.45**7 × 10^−19^41.06**41.08**5 × 10^−5^Dali *Z*-score33.82**33.98**3 × 10^−11^33.80**34.60**2 × 10^−19^33.56**34.23**7 × 10^−45^**35.67**35.641 × 10^−5^GDT_TS31.81**31.95**2 × 10^−13^31.84**32.52**2 × 10^−22^31.72**32.18**3 × 10^−39^33.34**33.36**1 × 10^−5^ContactA23.11**23.19**2 × 10^−6^23.21**23.74**9 × 10^−20^23.29**23.63**3 × 10^−25^**24.65**24.640.01ContactB28.85**28.91**0.00329.10**29.51**3 × 10^−9^29.28**29.53**4 × 10^−9^**30.74**30.73--[^7]

To further investigate the effect of the number of sequences on the accuracy of NRAlign, we group the results on HOMSTRAD according to the number of protein sequences in each alignment. [Table 9](#T9){ref-type="table"} shows that except for TCoffee, the improvements on HOMSTRAD were more statistically significant when the number of sequences is small, and the differences are especially evident when comparing pairwise alignments to multiple alignments. Table 9.Average SPS and CS scores (in %) on HOMSTRADTCoffeeMUSCLEProbConsMUMMALSSPS2 seqs {630}80.88**81.17**1 × 10^−6^80.40**81.55**1 × 10^−11^81.65**82.42**1 × 10^−20^83.50**83.56**6 × 10^−6^3 seqs {169}80.52**81.29**2 × 10^−9^81.26**82.52**1 × 10^−5^81.50**82.20**2 × 10^−8^83.33**83.43**0.0024--5 seqs {122}79.78**80.45**1 × 10^−9^80.97**81.23**--82.26**82.89**2 × 10^−9^83.53**83.59**0.04⩾ 6 seqs {111}81.55**81.94**4 × 10^−4^82.34**82.72**0.0483.64**83.95**1 × 10^−7^85.15**85.27**--CS2 seqs {630}80.88**81.17**1 × 10^−6^80.40**81.55**1 × 10^−11^81.65**82.42**1 × 10^−20^83.50**83.56**6 × 10^−6^3 seqs {169}74.51**75.50**1 × 10^−9^75.41**77.14**6 × 10^−6^75.54**76.43**1 × 10^−6^77.92**78.06**0.0074--5 seqs {122}68.38**69.48**1 × 10^−10^70.17**70.69**--71.69**72.94**2 × 10^−10^73.58**73.74**0.02⩾6 seqs {111}59.59**61.23**8 × 10^−10^62.03**62.80**0.0462.77**63.79**3 × 10^−8^65.47**65.93**0.04[^8]

Effect of parameters *ω* and *β*
--------------------------------

While the same parameters ω and β are used for each modified algorithm across different benchmarks, we found that not only different algorithms have different preferences of ω and β, different benchmarks also have different preferences of ω and β even when the same algorithm is used. [Table 10](#T10){ref-type="table"} shows that the effect of varying ω that specifies the maximum number of horizontal positions that are included to the left and to the right was much more pronounced than varying β that specifies the weight of the neighboring scores on HOMSTRAD and BRAliBase, and our chosen parameter setting was not the one that gives the best accuracy. It is possible to further improve accuracy significantly if another parameter setting is chosen that is different across benchmarks, even when no significant differences in accuracy were obtained with our chosen parameter setting. Table 10.Average SPS and CS scores (in %) on HOMSTRAD and average SPS, CS and SCI scores (in %) on Data-set 1 of BRAliBase II by varying the parameter ω that specifies the maximum number of horizontal positions that are included to the left and to the right, and the parameter β that specifies the weight of the neighboring scoresMUMMALS on HOMSTRADMUSCLE on BRAliBase***ω* =1**ω =3ω =5ω =7ω =9ω =3***ω* =6**ω =9ω =12ω =15SPSSPSβ =0.283.7283.7283.6483.4983.18β =0.284.64**84.83**84.6384.3083.64β =0.483.7083.7083.6083.3482.94β =0.484.6384.6584.5884.1983.15β =0.683.7283.7283.5483.2782.84β =0.684.5484.6484.4284.1283.04***β* =0.8**83.7283.7283.5283.2482.78β =0.884.6984.7184.3684.0082.95β =1.0**83.73**83.7083.5083.2182.75***β* =1.0**84.6984.8184.4183.9882.91CSCSβ =0.279.6079.6179.5679.3979.03β =0.273.84**74.20**73.9273.4272.52β =0.479.5779.6179.5279.2278.74β =0.473.9273.9373.8573.3171.81β =0.679.59**79.64**79.4479.1378.62β =0.673.6773.9273.5473.1671.48***β* =0.8**79.6079.6379.4179.0878.55β =0.874.0374.0373.4773.0371.27β =1.079.6079.6179.3979.0478.51***β* =1.0**74.0374.0073.5772.9071.22SCIβ =0.273.2074.19**74.29**74.1973.26β =0.473.3473.9674.0274.1172.83β =0.673.1973.9473.9274.1272.69β =0.873.2873.7973.6473.9772.41***β* =1.0**73.1173.9373.8474.1172.15[^9]

CONCLUSION
==========

We have developed a strategy NRAlign that incorporates horizontal information in alignments and it proves to be useful in all situations. Unlike previous algorithms, consistent average improvements can be obtained that are mostly not dependent on the identity level, even for very high identity. [Table 11](#T11){ref-type="table"} shows that NRAlign was at most a few times slower than TCoffee and MUSCLE, and was slightly slower than ProbCons and MUMMALS, which indicates that the window-based adjustment procedure takes up a small part of the computation time of ProbCons, and the use of a small ω = 1 does not add much to the computation time of MUMMALS. Table 11.Computation time on HOMSTRAD and on Data-set 1 of BRAliBase II represented as a pair of the form average,maximum in secondsHOMSTRADTCoffeeMUSCLEProbConsMUMMALS2 seqs {630}0.19,1.250.27,1.330.03,0.200.07,0.570.39,4.670.42,4.990.38,4.570.40,3.923 seqs {169}0.38,2.120.64,4.370.07,0.520.21,2.000.62,5.840.67,6.380.67,9.620.70,13.144--5 seqs {122}0.88,3.511.79,7.710.14,1.080.48,2.741.28,11.351.40,12.841.88,11.601.93,11.89⩾6 seqs {111}10.44,129.8626.73,348.340.45,4.661.57,20.737.06,147.968.39,174.6510.77,205.4410.51,209.66BRAliBaseTCoffeeMUSCLEProbConsRNAAll {481}2.57,9.5412.69,37.630.05,0.210.20,1.150.43,2.420.62,3.12[^10]

To further improve accuracy, it may be useful to utilize different weights for neighboring scores that are at different distances from the given pair (*x*, *y*). In addition to using horizontal information from neighboring scores in sequences, it is also possible to utilize spatial neighboring information in the local structural environment when such information is available and combine the scores from both types of neighbors.
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[^1]: Reference 1 contains alignments of sequences that are subdivided into two subsets 1V1 (\<20% identity) and 1V2 (20--40% identity). Reference 2 contains alignments that include orphan sequences. Reference 3 contains alignments of clusters of sequences from different families. Reference 4 contains alignments of sequences with large terminal extensions, while reference 5 contains alignments of sequences with internal insertions. The number in braces denotes the number of alignments in each subset. For each algorithm, the first number shows the accuracy of the original algorithm (TCoffee, MUSCLE, ProbCons, MUMMALS) that does not use horizontal information. The second number shows the accuracy of the modified algorithm NRAlign that makes use of horizontal information, with the higher accuracy value in bold. The third number shows the *P*-value, with -- indicating insignificant differences. Since many of the subsets are small, *P*-values are computed only for reference 1 and for the entire set.

[^2]: Each subset includes all protein sequence alignments with average pairwise identity within the specified range. For each algorithm, the higher accuracy value is in bold.

[^3]: Each subset includes all structure pairs with protein sequence identity within the specified range, with \* indicating worse accuracy in *P*-value. The *Q*([@B2]) scores are obtained from aligning only the original input protein sequence pair, while the *Q*(50) scores are obtained from aligning the full set of protein sequences (at most 50) that also include random hits from database search and evaluations are made on the original input sequence pair. For each algorithm, the higher accuracy value is in bold.

[^4]: The Twilight subset contains protein sequence alignments that represent a SCOP fold (⩽25% identity), while the Superfamily subset contains protein sequence alignments that represent a SCOP superfamily (⩽50% identity). Four cases are omitted in the Twilight subset and three cases are omitted in the Superfamily subset since no high quality reference alignments are available. For each algorithm, the higher accuracy value is in bold.

[^5]: Each subset includes all alignments of five RNA sequences with average pairwise identity within the specified range. For each algorithm, the higher accuracy value is in bold.

[^6]: Each subset includes all pairs with DNA sequence identity within the specified range. For each algorithm, the higher accuracy value is in bold.

[^7]: For each algorithm, the higher accuracy value is in bold.

[^8]: Each subset includes all alignments with number of protein sequences within the specified range. For each algorithm, the higher accuracy value is in bold.

[^9]: For each modified algorithm and each score measure, the highest accuracy value and the values of ω and β that correspond to our chosen parameter setting that is the same across different benchmarks are in bold.

[^10]: For each algorithm, the first pair shows the running time of the original algorithm and the second pair shows the running time of the modified algorithm NRAlign.
